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Exploitation system of laying hens is a very important exogenous factor which influences both their morphproductive performances and also the qualitative characteristics of the obtained eggs. In the last period of time the
emphasis is increasingly high on egg production obtained from hens which were reared in alternative systems. But
the opinions are quite diverse regarding the quality of eggs obtained through such systems. Having in view the
multitude of opinions and especially the demands of consumers for eggs obtained in free range system, by the
current paper we aimed to analyse from qualitative point of view the eggs obtained in such conditions. So, were
analysed 100 eggs gathered from Lohmann Brown hens, distributed as follows: 50 eggs were gathered from
hens exploited in free range system - batch LE and 50 eggs provided from hens reared in EU approved
batteries - batch LC. Eggs were chemically analysed, through basic chemical analysis (were determined
dry matter, water, organic substances, proteins, lipids, non-nitrogenous extractive substances and minerals)
and physically by evaluation of mass, thickness of mineral shell, breaking up resistance and colouring level
of yolk. At the end of research we noticed that eggs obtained in free range system had superior values for the
majority of analysed parameters face to the eggs obtained in conventional system. However, the differences
were very low, statistically insignificant, which means that also in conventional system could be obtained
eggs with a very good quality. The sole parameter were differences were notable was yolk pigmentation, an
indicator appreciated by the great majority of consumers.
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Egg represents one of the cheapest and most frequent
consumed products with animal origin, with a major
contribution for human nourishment. Egg is rich in high
quality proteins. Moreover, is almost a complete source for
minerals and vitamins [1, 2].
External and internal qualities of eggs are very important
for consumers’ health but also from perspective of
marketing [3, 4].
Nowadays consumers of avian products had an
increasing demand for products obtained in extensive
rearing systems, such as free range, due to preoccupations
regarding animals’ welfare [5, 6].
The industry which produces those important foods in
human nourishment replies to their preoccupations through
an increasing of eggs production in free range system or in
modified cages [7].
A suitable hens’ rearing and nourishment technology
present a great importance because must assure hens’
health and welfare those one being reflected in the quality
of obtained products [8].
In according with the actual regulations free range egg
is obtained in aviary farms which practice a rearing
technology in which hens have access to an external
paddock, so will be able to provide their ethological and
physiological instincts.
Egg is complete foods which play a very import role in
day by day nourishment, no matter in which exploitation
system was obtained. Alternative rearing systems, for
laying hens became priority, from 1st of January 2012, when
classical batteries were banned and replaced with
approved batteries, where the welfare notion is respected,
but also by free range systems which allow the access of
hens to external environment, fact beneficial on welfare
but with lacks regarding nourishment security.

Hygiene and bio-security are very important notions not
regarding only health of laying hens but also regarding
consumers’ health. In alternative systems, were hens have
access to external environment, is accumulated a
significant dust quantity, especially in area with permanent
layer having as consequence a microbial contamination
and with endotoxins of air. In 2005, De Reu et al. [9]
demonstrated that the improvements made to alternative
systems produced 10 times more bacteria in the existent
micro-climate and by 20-30 times more micro-organisms
at the level of mineral shell, in comparison with hen’s
exploitation in batteries. Eggs obtained in alternative
systems have a contamination of shell generally produced
by aerobe bacteria.
Messens et al., (2007) [10], demonstrated that the high
microbial charge of micro-climate lead to an increasing of
micro-organisms on mineral shell, fact which lead to their
penetration inside egg.
Regarding quality of eggs obtained from hens reared in
alternative systems, the opinions of specialists are divided. So,
for example, Minelli et al. (2007) [11] affirm that eggs gathered
from systems approved by European Union had a decreased
breaking up resistance of shell and an inferior quality of
components while Hidalgo et al. (2008) [7] reported a higher
weight of eggs and a better breaking up resistance that the
eggs obtained in conventional systems.
It is well known the fact that nourishment represents the
most suggestive indicator for increasing of life standard of
mankind, so, from this reason, obtaining of food products with
animal origin became a priority and permanent necessity,
having in view the superiority of biological value of proteins
contended by those [12].
Hen eggs represent a complete food, no matter of the
exploitation system in which was obtained, being considered
one of the most versatile nourishment sources [13].
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Experimental part
Materials and methods
The studied material was represented by 100 eggs
gathered from Lohmann Brown hens, distributed such as:
50 eggs were gathered from hens exploited in free range
system – batch LE and 50 eggs from hens reared in EU
approved batteries – batch LC.
Hens from both batches were feed with mixed fodders
obtained after the same recipe; particularly the ones from
free range system had access to external paddock which
was sowed with grass.
Eggs’ weight was determined on eggs gathered from
those two batches and was realised with an analytical
balance, determination of shell breaking up resistance was
made with Schröder apparatus, based on the principle of
application of an increasing pressure on egg placed with
the round peak up, thickness of mineral shell was
established by measuring with callipers for shell gathered
from 3 distinct areas (round peak, median zone, sharp
peak), after that the mean of those 3 measurements was
made, yolk colour was appreciated at natural light,
comparing La Roché standard scale with intensity of
studied yolk colour, being analysed 900 samples.
Were made analysis on egg edible components
(albumen, yolk and respectively melange), aiming to
enlightening their content in water and dry matter; also,
was established the rate of organic substance (proteins,
lipids and non-nitrogenous extractive substances related
to dry matter), as well as inorganic substance (crude ash).
After breaking up and removal of shell, for each egg was
separated albumen from yolk (50 samples), and after that
we proceed to establish the chemical composition, for
each of those two components. From the content of other
samples (50 eggs) was obtained a mix in natural rate
(melange), on which were made the same type of analysis.
Analysis were realised in according with the actual
standards as follows:
-determination of water and dry matter content was
made by samples drying in oven at 103±2°C for 6 hours,
previously weighted, after obtaining a constant weight was
quantified the dry matter and by calculus was determined
the moisture of products [14];
-content in proteins was determined by Kjeldhal method,
described in standard ISO 59836-1:2006/AC:2009 [15];
-content in fats was realised by extraction with organic
solvents using Soxhlet method [16];
-mineral substances (crude ash) were determined by
samples calcinations at +550°C till a constant weight;
-organic substance, as well as non-nitrogenous
extractive substances were established by mathematical
calculus in according with the formulas: %OS=%DM-%C.
ash [17], respectively %NES=%OS-(%CP+%CF) [18-21].

To determine the nutritive value of components from
analysed eggs was effectuated the calculus of caloricity
using the theoretical formula based on quantity of gross
caloric energy liberated at burning of one gram of proteins,
fats and carbohydrates in bomb calorimeter, in according
with formula [22-24]:
GE (kcal/100 g) = 5.70 kcal x g proteins + 9.50 kcal x g
fats + 4.2 kcal x NES.
Results and discussions
Physical quality indicators of studied eggs
External quality parameters of eggs could be evaluated
from the point of view of mass, resistance and thickness
of mineral shell as well as with other indicators such as:
format index, incidence of hereditary morphological
anomalies, dirtiness degree of shell [25].
In the current study we choose to present results
regarding eggs’ mass, their breaking up resistance and
thickness of mineral shell, considering that those three
parameters are the most important ones.
Eggs’ mass is an important criterion for expressing the
external qualities; consumers’ demands are mainly
focused on eggs which are in classes’ M and L (respectively
between 53 and 73 g).
Factors which influence eggs’ mass are various such as
genetic factors, quantitative and qualitative nourishment
applied to hens, hens’ mass, and also between them we
can count the applied exploitation technology [26-28].
At the end of the study conducted by us we noticed that
eggs gathered from hens reared in free range system had
a mass higher with 2.11% face to the one recorded for
eggs obtained in conventional rearing system due to the
nutritive advantages provided by food resources founded
in paddock (table 1).
Statistically speaking the calculated differences
between those two batches weren’t significant, and the
studied character was a homogenous one (V%=6.62-7.10).
Breaking up resistance of shell is a very important
parameter on the whole production chain; breaking or
cracking of eggs destined for consumption cause
economical losses (can’t be sold) and create the risk for a
bacterial contamination [29, 30].
In alternative systems, resistance of mineral shell is very
high, fact proved by studies conducted by authors such as
Leyendecker et al. (2001) [31] etc.
From determinations realised on eggs obtained from
studied hens resulted that statistically speaking, between
those two systems weren’t significant differences, but the
best results were obtained at eggs gathered from hens
reared in free range system. So, eggs from batch LE had a
breaking up resistance higher with around 2.7%.
Thickness of mineral shell is a parameter which
decrease with hens aging [27], especially after the age of
36 weeks [32-35].

Table 1
QUALITY PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
OF ANALYSED EGGS
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Regarding exploitation systems of laying hens, we
observed a higher thickness of shell for eggs gathered from
alternative systems in comparison with conventional
batteries [36-39].
In the current study we noticed that at eggs gathered
from batch LE thickness of mineral shell was 0.398 mm,
with 2.57% higher that in case of eggs from batch LC [40].
In conclusion we can affirm that hens reared in free
range system could provide eggs with physical properties
slightly high than hens reared in conventional system, but
must be mentioned the fact that the obtained differences
weren’t statistically significant for none of the analysed
physical parameters.

Quality chemical indicators of studied eggs
Egg have a low energy/protein rate, which make it
suitable for diets with a moderate caloric level; if it is
combined the coefficient of digestive utilisation and
biological value, practical utilisation of proteins from
whole egg reaches 94%, in comparison with 84.3% for
milk, 76% for fish or 74.3% for beef meat [41, 42].
At the end of realised research, we observed that
chemically speaking eggs obtained from hens reared in
free range system had superior mean values face the eggs
obtained in conventional rearing system (table 2).
So, speaking about dry matter content we obtained for
batch LE a value higher with 3.87% face to batch LC,
difference which wasn’t statistically significant.
Content in protein of eggs gathered from hens reared in
free range system was 11.82%, with 5.1% higher than mean
recorded for eggs obtained in conventional hens rearing

system; differences weren’t statistically significant. Rate
energy/protein calculated in both situations was 14.33 at
batch LC and 14.25 at batch LE.
Superior mean values were calculated at batch LE face
to batch LC also for organic substance (+4.2%) and fats
(+4.8%); but, eggs gathered from free range rearing had
lower means for non-nitrogenous extractive substances
content (-8.31%) and for minerals content (-2.83%). In none
of situations weren’t observed significant statistically
differences.
In conclusion, we could say that chemically speaking,
eggs obtained in free range system are superior to the ones
obtained in conventional rearing system but without
significant statistically differences.
The data obtained by us are in concordance with the
results obtained by other authors, so in case of melange
the content in dry matter was lower at eggs obtained in
conventional system, values being between 23.50 and
23.92%, face to the ones obtained in free range system
(23.6-25.68%) [7, 43]. In the case of protein content, the
obtained data for conventional eggs were between 12.10%
and 12.42%, and for the ones obtained from hens reared in
free range system between 12.50% and 13.03% [44, 45],
also, existed slightly differences in case of lipids content
where the values were between 7.11% and 10.03% [34,
46, 47].
The same situation was highlighted at chemical analysis
of yolk of studied eggs. So, eggs from batch LE dry matter
content of yolk was with 1.9% higher than at eggs from
batch LC - insignificant statistically differences (table 3).

Table 2
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
ENERGETIC VALUE OF EGGS
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Table 3
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND
ENERGETIC VALUE OF YOLK

Also insignificant were the observed differences for
content in organic substance, protein, fats and minerals
even if at eggs obtained in free range system those chemical
parameters were superior to the ones obtained at batch
LC with: 1.8% for OS, 2.3% for CP, 1.9% for CF and C. ash.
Yolk of eggs obtained in conventional rearing system
presented higher values face to the one obtained in free
range system only for content in non-nitrogenous extractive
substances (+2.9%) and water (+1.8%).
Rate energy/protein was 22.09 at batch LC and 21.99 at
batch LE.
The obtained mean values at the end of analysis of yolk
from studied eggs show superior data, for majority of
parameters, for batch LE face to batch LC, but differences
aren’t statiscally significant.
The literature reveals for fat content of yolk higher values
for eggs gathered from hens reared in free range system;
so Radu-Rusu et al. (2012) [48] obtained 25.39% vs. 25.42%
(conventional), Cherian et al. (2002) [49] mentioned values
of 24.60% and 22.90% for conventional system; and values
recorded by Krawcyzk et al. (2010) [50], revealed a fat
content for eggs gathered from hens reared in open air of
29.7%. Regarding protein input the founded values were
lower than the ones founded by Yenice et al. (2016) [51]
(14.23% conventional and 15.25% - free range).
Similar results were determined after chemical analysis
of albumen. So, eggs obtained in free range system had a
richer albumen face to the one of eggs obtained in
convention rearing system for: dry matter with 3.62%,
organic substance with 3.44%, protein with 3.46%, lipids
with 5.78%, non-nitrogenous extractive substances with
2.84% and for minerals with 5.93% (table 4).
762

As in previous situations, water content of albumen from
hens reared in conventional system was higher face to the
one of the hens freely reared (+0.5%).
Rate energy/protein was 6.09 for albumen of eggs
obtained in conventional system and 6.10 in case of
albumen obtained in free range system.
As in the case of yolk was observed the fact that even
was differences those ones weren’t statistically significant.
An outstanding importance for albumen composition is
given by protein content which had similar values to the
ones cited in literature. So, Rizzi et al. (2015) and Miao et
al. (2005) [52, 53] founded a content of 11.60% proteins
for conventional system and 11.50% for free range system,
and Yenice et al. (2016), Stanley et al. (2013), Tercic et al.
(2012) [51, 54, 55] presented values for protein of 10.72%
- conventional system and 11.01% for eggs gathered from
hens reared in open air.
Colour of yolk is a decisive parameter for consumers
regarding internal quality of hen eggs. Intensity of yolk
colouring is influenced by rich nourishment in
carotenoids, xantophyll isomers, lutein and zeaxanthin
administrated to laying hens [56, 57].
Studies effectuated by Leth et al. (2000), Roll et al.,
(2009) [58, 59] show that in eggs provided from
alternative systems were founded 2-3 times higher
concentrations in lutein, in comparison with the ones
provided from conventional systems.
From those 450 eggs gathered from batch LC hens
34.44% had the yolk placed on 7 colouring sample of La
Roché scale - intense yellow, 45.56% on 8 sample -very
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Table 4
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND ENERGETIC
VALUE OF ALBUMEN

Table 5
YOLK COLOUR OF STUDIED EGGS

intense yellow and only 20% on 9 colouring sample very light orange (table 5).
In case of eggs gathered from hens exploited in free
range system, only 20% had a yolk colour scored with 7,
but 38.89% had the yolk scored with 8, 31.11% scored
with 9, and 10% were placed in La Roche 10 colouring
sample - light orange.
The reduced pigmentation of yolk of eggs gathered
from conventional system was attributed to hens’
nourishment, which was lacked of natural sources for
xantophyll pigments offered by consumption of
vegetation from the paddock which is external to the
shelter in which hens are reared in free range system.
Conclusions
At the end of the research regarding quality of eggs
obtained in those two exploitation systems
(conventional -approved battery and alternative-free
range) result a series of conclusions as follows.
Regarding the analysed physical indicators, we
observed that eggs provided by hens reared in free range
system had a mass of 64.577 g, breaking up resistance of
shell was 0.343 kgf/cm2 and thickness of mineral shell
was 0.398 mm. These values were superior to the ones

REV.CHIM.(Bucharest)♦70 ♦ No. 3 ♦ 2019

obtained for eggs from conventional rearing system with:
2.11% for mass, 2.7% for breaking up resistance and with
2.57% for thickness of shell.
Chemically and energetically speaking, were differences
between those two batches but those ones weren’t
statistically significant. Lightly superior mean values were
obtained at batch LE for melange but also for albumen or
yolk, fact which allowed us to affirm that eggs obtained in
free range rearing system of hens are superior to the ones
obtained in conventional system.
Colouring of yolk at eggs obtained in free range system
was better because the rate of 8, 9 and 10 scores was met
in 80% of cases. Obtaining of eggs with a very intense
yellow pigmentation till light orange could be an effect of
the fact that hens reared in free range system benefited by
vegetation rich in xantophyll pigments.
Even if eggs obtained in free range system had superior
values to the ones obtained in conventional system, we
consider that the differences are very small which means
that also in conventional system could be obtained eggs
with a good quality. The sole parameter where the
differences were notable was yolk pigmentation, an
indicator especially appreciated by the large mass of
consumers.
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